Individual Technical Contribution Proposal

I accept individual personal responsibility for achieving the following technical requirements (list Requirement Numbers (RXXX, GPRXXX, SOW page/paragraph numbers, and/or relevant Formula EV rules sections...):

- R005 Top Level - Motor + Controller Test and Characterization
- R005b - Dynamic Characteristics (SOW pg 30 par. 6)
- R006a - Physics Model (SOW pg 30 par. 8)
- R006c - Results and Conclusions (SOW pg 30 par. 1)
- GPR012 - Final Disposal of Projects (SOW pg 39 pars. 6 - 13)

I accept individual personal responsibility for providing the following deliverables (list Deliverable Numbers (DXXX)...):

- D011 – Calibration and Accuracy Analysis
- D014 – Individual Progress Reports, Project Status Letters and Status Presentation: I will be in charge of compiling and delivering a project status letter each week and coordinating our weekly presentations.

Name (print): Daniel Bolognini
Cell number: (see sheet)
Email address: bolognid@lafayette.edu

Signature Daniel Bolognini (see sheet) Date 2/2/16